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MASON SCIENCE COMMUNITY

Join Dean Fernando Miralles-Wilhelm for this event that recognizes and shows appreciation of all College of Science faculty and staff.

Hands-On Workshop: Deep Learning in MATLAB

Friday, November 20, 2020 | 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Sign up to learn about the current funding landscape, share your research, and grow new collaborations with your colleagues.

Mason Science Series: PEREC Protecting the Potomac

Thursday, November 19, 2020 | 4 to 5 p.m.

Several biology assistant professors, including Dr. Luke Holsinger, are working together to address the preservation of the Potomac.

Recognize INTO Mason's Graduate Pathway

Friday, December 4 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

As Mason works to safely expand on-campus operations, they are looking for new ways to support our scholars as they present research projects in CDS 101 and 102. She currently works as a Data Science Tester at The Cure Rocks.

More on Deja's Mason experience.
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Happening at Mason

Volunteers from the Mason chapter of the Student Catholic Action will help to organize a robot-themed carnival for kids with disabilities.

Events

Newsletter Schedule for Final Weeks of Fall 2020

This time of year, we enter the season of harvest and gratitude. When the work we've done is starting to appear in the

More on his work.

Luke Holsinger, the director of Plant Ecology Research at PEREC, spoke about the importance of research in protecting the Potomac.

More on Deja's Mason experience.
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